a group of bipedal desert-adapted rodents, provide an extraordinary opportunity to address the developmental and genetic basis of limb evolution. Not only do their hindlimbs display all of the derived characteristics listed above, they are closely related to mice with whom they can be developmentally compared. Moreover they are small mammals that are plentiful in the wild and amenable to rearing in a laboratory setting. We find that the shape of the early hindlimb bud of the three-toed jerboa differs from that of the forelimb and from the mouse hindlimb bud.
Pax3 and Lbx1, at the ventral (hypaxial) side of the dermomyotome.
In contrast, cyclostome lampreys lack all of these specialized muscles, and lamprey myotomes do not exhibit morphological epaxial/ hypaxial distinction. We have examined the cellular behavior of muscle precursors and expression patterns of the lamprey muscle-related genes, and suggested that lampreys already had acquired the prototype of myogenic regulatory mechanisms for the sophisticated musculature found widely in jawed vertebrates.
To gain insights for the key evolutionary events which give rise to the diverse morphology of skeletal muscles, we extend our research to the microRNAs (miRs), a major group of short non-coding RNA, and compare their function in myogenesis among different vertebrate lineages. By analyzing the expression of miR-1 (206) and miR-133 which are encoded by bi-gene clusters in the genome, we found that different combination of muscle-specific miRs are Metazoans are largely made of repeated parts, and metazoan evolution is marked by changes in the number of these parts, called meristic changes. Understanding the mechanisms associated with development and evolution of these repeated parts is a thus a critical issue to (evolutionary) developmental biology. Palatal rugae are sensory ridges regularly arranged on the hard palate of mammals. In a previous study, we had shown that mouse rugae develop sequentially following mesio-distal growth of the palate, and that activation-inhibition mechanisms very likely control spacing and timing of this sequential addition. In the present study, we characterized trends in rugae number evolution among muroid rodents, showing that most species display 8 1 rugae, changes by one being very frequent in the phylogeny. We S249 then compared development of three muroid species: mouse (9 rugae), rat (8) and golden hamster (7). We showed that palatal growth rate, spacing and addition rate in mouse/rat were remarkably similar (with respect to the embryo size difference), and that increase to 9 rugae in mouse is achieved by postponing the end of the addition process (hypermorphosis). Such a heterochronic shift may be typical of 1 variations observed among muroid rodents. In contrast, decrease to 7 rugae in golden hamster is attributed to early growth termination (progenesis) of the palate, which correlates with the severe shortening of gestation in this species. Our results provide an experimental support to the intuitive view that terminal heterochronies are especially relevant to meristic evolution of traits that rely on a sequential addition process. We show that the ability of ALDHs to process small, toxic aldehydes and the capacity to process larger aldehydes into signalling molecules is closely correlated to the presence of, respectively, small and large substrate access channels. Using ancestral sequence reconstruction, we provide evidence that the capacity to synthesize RA originated when a small, narrow-channelled eukaryotic ALDH1/2 ancestor accumulated specific mutations resulting in an increase in channel volume. Interestingly, we also found that some lineage-specific ALDH1 duplicates in amphioxus Hox genes are thought to play a key role in the evolution of vertebrate body architecture and appendage development. In order to gain some insight in the evolution of body axis forma-S250
